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Abstract. We show how the problem of code generation for a simple language can be treated 
fully algebraically. The algebraic approach enjoys several advantages which should be demon- 
strated here. First, it allows a uniform specification both of the abstract syntax and of the semantics 
of the source and the target language on one side and of the code generation on the other side 
by means of hierarchical abstract data types. Moreover, theorems about the compiler, such as the 
preservation of the semantics, can be proved by induction on the term structure of the abstract 
syntax. Furthermore, existing tools for rapid prototyping with abstract data types can be applied 
to validate the specification against the intention in an early stage. In addition, this paper shows 
how such a system can also be used for performing induction proofs of conjectures. 
1. Introduction 
We give a complete definition of a simple compiler back end. For that purpose 
we choose as a sample source language the language of arithmetic expressions 
though it could straightforwardly be extended to also contain other constructs such 
as conditional expressions or while-loops. The sample target language will be an 
appropriate stack machine code such that the target code of an arithmetic expression 
is essentially its bracket-free postfix notation. 
The correctness of the compilation of essentially the same source language into 
code for a register machine has already been proved in [7]. Here, we will show how 
the different concepts used in that paper for the definition of abstract syntax, 
semantics, and the code generation can be unified by the single concept of algebraic 
data types. Such an algebraic treatment of the problem is also beneficial since the 
needed induction principle of term induction is provided automatically. A further 
reason for the correctness proof of our compiler being more concise and clearer is 
the use of a stack machine language as target language. The “ultimate goal” of 
having a computer check the correctness of such compilers, as expressed in [7], is 
thus reached in the sense that we will employ an automated system for performing 
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the proof. As an extension we will also present a simple example of code optimization 
and let the system prove its ccyrectness. 
We assume that parsing has already been done and define, therefore, the source 
language (and also the target language) syntactically by its abstract syntax or, more 
precisely, by a hierarchy of several abstract data types. As said before, we also 
specify a semantics for either language-with the same algebraic means. In principle, 
this is done by structural induction, too, i.e. by much the same technique as already 
used for syntax definition. Finally, the translation (code generation) of arithmetic 
expressions into stack machine code is again defined by means of structural induction 
and appropriate abstract data types. 
Regarding the axioms of the respective abstract data types as term rewriting rules, 
rapid prototyping becomes possible by “executing” the types. This allows to compare 
the specification against the intentions having in mind. We demonstrate this using 
the Passau RAP system (cf. [5::. 
This system treats abstract data types with conditional equations as axioms. Given 
a set of hierarchic types of this kind, it is able to solve systems of equations in 
several variables that are expressed by terms over these types. The techniques it 
applies are unification and conditional narrowing (cf. [4]). Applications of the RAP 
system can be found in [3] or [S]. In the sequel we use the notation of the RAP 
system for abstract data types, except that we allow partial functions, operators in 
infix notation, and overloading of operators. 
Though the Passau RAP system has originally been designed for solving tasks, 
i.e. systems of equations with several unknown variables, we demonstrate how it 
can also be used to perform induction proofs. Thus, v:e employ it for proving the 
correctness of our “compiler” by structural induction and of a simple code optimizer 
by Noetherian induction. 
In [2] we show some original listings of tasks computed on a PVAX I1 under 
ULTRIX V1.2 in order to demonstrate the use of the RAP system. 
2. The source language 
In this section we define syntax and semantics of our source language. 
2.1 Syntax 
As source language we choose arithmetic expressions. This language is simple 
enough to demonstrate the algebraic approach on one side and the support by the 
RAP system on the other side. 
Arithmetic expressions may contain constants (natural numbers), free identifiers, 
and the operations addition, subtraction, and multiplication. We use abstract syntax 
for syntactic definition disregarding the usual lexical and syntactical analysis. This 
simplifies the presentation tremendously. Furthermore, proceeding in this way, 
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syntactic objects are not considered as “symbol strings” but as elements of the freely 
generated term algebra of an appropriate abstract data type, in contrast to “usual” 
compiler construction. This allows the application of structural induction (term 
induction) for defining operations and for proving properties. 
The abstract syntax of our source language is defined by the following abstract 
data type without any laws (free type). 
type EXPRESSION 
basedon ID, NAT 
sort Expr, Op 
function ad, su, mu: Op, 
function nexpr: (Nat) Expr, 
function iexpr: (Id) Expr, 
function camp: (Expr, Op, Expr) Expr 
endoftype 
This type is hierarchically based on the predefined types NAT and ID which define 
the natural numbers (Nar, 0, WCC, +, . . . ) and the identifiers (id, = ), respectively. 
It is obvious that the constants and operations of EXPRESSION correspond to 
the productions of a context-free grammar defining completely parenthesized arith- 
metic expressions. With such a transliteration an expression like 
((l+x)*y) 
becomes the term (the correspondence to parse trees is obvious) 
comp( comp( nexpr( l), ad, iexpr(x)), mu, iexpr( y)). 
2.2. Semantics 
As the arithmetic expressions (just defined as elements of the term algebra of the 
abstract data type EXPRESSION) may also contain free identifiers, a meaning of 
a single expression (which is “undefined” or a natural number) can only be given 
depending on the interpretation of the free identifiers occurring in it. An interpreta- 
tion of identifiers is a partial mapping from identifiers to natural numbers defined 
only for finitely many identifiers. The set of all the interpretations is called the 
environment and may be defined algebraically. The following abstract type is quite 
similar to the abstract data type GREX given in [l, Section 3.3.31. 
type ENVIRONMENT 
basedon ID, NAT, BOOL 
sort Env 
function init: Env, 
function update: (Env, Zd, Nat)Env, 
function isdej.: (Env, Id) Bool, 
function se/: (e: Env, i: Id 11 isdef(e, i))Nat 
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axioms all (i, j: Ic!, e: Env, n: Ah) 
(i=j)~:urse~isdef(update(e, i, n), j)= isdef(e,j), 
isdef( update(e, i, n), i) = Irue, 
isdef( init, i) = false, 
(i =j) = faZse*seZ( updute( e, i, n), j) = seZ( e, j), 
sel( updute(e, i, n), i) = n 
endoftype 
Here Env is the sort of all partial functions from Id to Nat which are defined on!y 
for a finite number of arguments. The constant init denotes the “everywhere 
undefined function”; update(e, i, n) yields the environment which equals e except 
that the identifier i is bound to the natural number n; se&e, i) is the “usual” 
application; finally, the predicate isdef (e, i) tests whether the value sel(e, i) is 
defined. 
Now the semantics of arithmetic expressions is a partial mapping associating a 
natural number or “undefined” with every expression. It also depends on the given 
environment and is defined following the structure of the expressions. That means: 
the semantics of a composed expression consists in the application of the respective 
operation to the semantics of the argument expressions. 
Typically, the semantics of expressions is defined as a mapping Expr+ 
(Env + Nat). However, since we do not allow higher order functions in abstract 
data types, it will be of the corresponding uncurried form (Env x Expr) + Nat. 
Formally, the semantics of our source language is defined by the following abstract 
data type. 
type SSEMANTICS 
basedon ENVIRONMENT, EXPRESSION, ID, NAT 
function ssem: (Env, Expr) Nat 
axioms all (e: Env, 1, r: Expr, i: Id, n: Nat) 
ssem (e, nexpr( n)) = n, 
ssem(e, iexpr(i)) = sel(e, i), 
ssem(e, comp(l, ad, r))=ssem(e, l)+ssem(e, r), 
ssem(e, comp(l, su, r))=ssem(e, I)-ssem(e, r), 
ssem(e, comp(l, mu, r))=ssem(e, I) * ssem(e, r) 
endoftype 
Note that the operations of the user-defined type EXPRESSPON and the correspond- 
ing operations of the predefined type NAT are differently denoted by ad, su, mu 
and +, -, *, respectively. 
A simple example, formulated as RAP Task, reads 
task SSEM 
basedon ID, NAT, EXPRESSION, ENVIRONMENT, SSEMANTICS 
unknown env: Eny source_expr: Expr, value: Nat 
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goals env = update( updute( hit, ‘x, 3), ‘y, 5), 
source_expr = comp( comp( nexpr(3), mu, iexpr(‘x)), 
ad, 
comp( nexpr(6), mu, iexpr(‘y))), 
value = ssem (env, source_expr) 
endoftask 
and the listing of its solution (as produced by the RAP system) is: 
Task SSEM, Run number 1 
Solutions: 
[env=update(update(init, ‘x, 3). ‘y, 5). 
source_expr=((3 * ‘x) +(6 * ‘y)), 
value=391 
CPU time: 0.60 sets 
3. The target language 
In [9] stacks have been invented for the evaluation of expressions. Intermediate 
results are stored in a stack-like manner awaiting the operations as they come up. 
Therefore, the corresponding stack machine also needs a value stack for storage 
besides the arithmetic processor (which performs the operations +, -, *). (If the 
source language would be more complicated, e.g. it would be the language of 
applicative routines, also a protocol stack were necessary, cf. [ 1, Section 1.7.41). An 
even more complicated example, namely Wirth’s model language PL/O, is regarded 
in [6]. 
3.1. Syntax 
We assume the following instructions of our stack machine: 
- Storing a constant (NST) or the value of an identifier (ET). 
- Addition (ADD), subtraction (SUB), and multiplication (MU). 
Here addition, subtraction, and multiplication mean, that the two uppermost ele- 
ments of the stack are popped and then the result of the respective operation, carried 
out with these elements, is pushed onto the stack. 
In abstract syntax, instructions are again defined as the elements of the free term 
algebra of an abstract data type INSTRUCTION which is defined as follows: 
type ZNSTR UCTZON 
basedon ZD, NAT 
sort Znstr 
function ADD, SUB, MUL: Znstr, 
function NST: (Nut)Znstr, 
function ZST: (Zd)Znstr 
endoftype 
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Now a stack machine program is a linear list of instructions. However, as the 
execution of a list i, , . . . , iN (i.e. correctly bracketed as (* * * (0, i,), * . . ), iN) where 
0 denotes the empty list) proceeds from “left to right”, lists need only be decomposed 
on their left end. 
Altogether, the target language is defined by the following abstract data type. 
type SEQUZNSTR UCTZON 
basedon INSTRUCTION, BOOL 
sort Sequlnstr 
function 0: Sequlnstr, {ewtysequl 
function .&.: (Znstr, SequZnstr)SequZnstr, {prefix} 
function .&.: (Sequlnstr, Znstr)SequZnstr, {postfix} 
function .&.: (Sequlnstr, SequZnstr)SequZnstr, (concatenation} 
function first: (s: Sequlnstr 1) i(s = O))Znstr, 
function rest: (s: Sequlnstr 11 ~(s = O))SequZnstr, 
function .=O: (SequZnstr)Bool 
axioms all (s, I: Sequlnstr, i, j: Znstr) 
$rst(i & s)= i, 
rest(i& s)=s, 
0 = 0 = true, 
i & s = 0 = false, 
O&t=t, 
(i & s) & t= i & (s & t), 
s&i=s& (i&O), 
O&i=i&O, 
(i&s) &j-i& (s&j), 
s & (t & i)= (s L t) & i, 
(i&s) & t=i& (s&t) 
endoftype 
Note that the last four axioms are derivable from the others. Using the RAP system, 
it is advantageous to distinguish a set of constructor operations, which in this case 
may be 0 and prefix, since the operations postfix, concatenation, and rest can be 
expressed (even algorithmically via term rewriting) based on 0 and prefix (parameter 
restriction of rest, Axiom 2, and Axioms 5-7). With this set of constructors, this 
abstract data type can obviously be seen as an operative enrichment of a type 
defining stacks of instructions, as the only output operations are test of emptiness 
and taking the first instruction. 
3.2. Semantics 
In order to define the semantics of a stack machine program by means of abstract 
data types, we need a type specifying stacks of natural numbers. This type is given 
in the sequel and consists of 
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- the sort Stack for stacks of natural numbers, 
- the empty stack 0, 
- and the operations append, top, pop, . = 0. 
These operations are needed for storing a value, yielding the uppermost element, 
deleting the uppermost element, and for the test of emptiness, respectively. 
type NA TSTACK 
basedon NAT, BOOL 
sort Stack 
function 0: Stack, 
function append: (Nat, Stack)Stack, 
function . = 0: (Stack) Boo/, 
function top: (s: Stack [I l( s = 0)) Nat, 
function pop: (s: Stack 11 l(s = V))Stack 
axioms all (s: Stack, n: Nat) 
top(append(n, s))= n, 
pop(appendh s)) = s, 
V-V= true, 
append (n, s) = V = false 
endoftype 
Now the semantics of a target program is defined such that it describes the 
evaluation of an arithmetic expression-which is given in bracket-free postfix nota- 
tion-using a stack for intermediate results. This means: the sequence of instructions 
is scanned beginning with the first element, where in every step 
- a value is stored, if the instruction scanned is MST or IST, 
- an operation is executed, if the instruction is ADD, SUB, or MUL. 
The process is started with the empty stack 0. If the sequence of instructions can 
be seen as the postfix notation pC a defined expression, this process also terminates 
successfully with the empty sequence and a singleton stack. In this case the only 
element of the stack is the result. In other cases the result may be “undefined”, e.g. 
if the sequence does not correspond to a postfix notation of an expression and, 
therefore, the stack becomes empty before the sequence becomes empty. 
Hence, the semantics of target programs is also a partial function. Formally, it 
is defined in the following abstract data type via an auxiliary function ts specifying 
the change of the stack caused by the first instruction. 
type TSEMANTICS 
basedon ENVIRONMENT, INSTRUCTION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
NATSTACK, ID, NAT 
function tsem: (Env, Sequlnstr) Nat, 
function ts: (Env, Sequlnstr, Stack)Stack 
axioms all (e: Env, s: Sequhtr, k: Stuck, i: Id, n: Nat) 
tsem(e, s) = top(ts(e, s, V)), 
ts(e, NST(n) & s, k) = ts(e, s, uppend( n, k)), 
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fs(e, SUB & s, k) = ?s(e, s, uppend( top( pop(k)) - top(k), 
pop(pop(k)))), 
rs(e, MUL & s, k)= fz(e, s, append(top(pop(k) ) * top(k), 
pop(pop(k)))) 
rs(e, 0, k) = k 
endoftype 
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rs(e, IST(i) & s, k)= rs(e, s, append(sel(e, i), k)), 
ts(e, ADD & s, k) = fs(e, s, append(fop(pop(k))+ top(k), 
pop(pop(k)))), 
If a sequence of instructions corresponds to the postfix notation of an expression, 
we expect that the functions ssem and tsem yield the same natural number as result. 
An appropriate RAP task is for example 
task STSEM 
basedon ID, NAT, EXPRESSION, EhWRONMENT, SSEMANTICS, 
INSTRUCTION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, TSEMANTICS 
unknown env: Env, source_expr: Expr, target-program: Sequlnstr, 
value, result: Nat 
goals env = update( updafe( inif, ‘x, 3), ‘y, 5), 
source_expr = comp(comp(nexpr(3), mu, iexpr(‘x)), 
a4 
comp( nexpr(6), mu, iexpr(‘y))), 
target-program = prejix( NST(3), 
pre$x( IST(‘x), 
preJix( MUL, 
preJix( NST(6), 
preJx(IST(‘y), 
prejix( MUL, 
prefix(ADD, empfysequ))))))), 
value = ssem(env, source_expr), 
result = tsem( env, target-program) 
endoftask 
yielding: 
Task STSEM, Run number 1 
Solutions: 
[env=update(update(init, ‘x, 3), ‘y, 5), 
source_expr=((d * ‘x) +(6 * ‘y)), 
target-program = NST 3 & 
IST ‘x & 
MUL & 
NSTG& 
IST ‘y & 
MUL & 
ADD a(), 
value=39, 
result=391 
CPU time: 2.15 sets 
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4. Code generation 
We are now well prepared for defining the compilation of a source program into 
a target program. As in the previous sections we shall define the translation function 
as an operation of an appropriate abstract data type, too. 
type COMPILER 
basedon EXPRESSION, INSTRUCTION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
ID, NAT 
function compile: (Expr)SequInsfr 
axioms all (I, r: Expr, i: Id, n: Nut) 
compiZe( nexpr( n)) = 0 & NST( n), 
compiZe(iexpr( i)) = 0 & IST( i), 
compiZe( comp( Z, ad, r)) = (compiZe( I) & compiZe( r)) & ADD, 
compiZe( comp( Z, su, r)) = (compile(Z) & compiZe( r)) & SUB, 
compiZe(comp(Z, mu, r)) = (compiZe(Z) & compiZe( r)) & MUL 
endoftype 
Clearly, in a notation suppressing the injections NST and IST, the empty stack, 
and the operations postfix and concatenation, the target code of an expression 
equals its postfix notation. 
The following chart depicts the hierarchic structure of the abstract data types 
given so far. 
SSEMA NTICS COMPILER TSEMANTICS 
EXPRESSION ENVIRONMENT SEQUINSTRUCTION NATStACK 
INSTRUCTION 
A simple example of code generation is 
compiZe( comp( nexpr( l), ad, iexpr(x))) 
=( compiZe( nexpr( 1)) & compiZe( iexpr(x))) & ADD 
~((0 h NST(1)) & (0 & IST(x))) &ADD 
~(((0 & NST(l)) & 0) & IST(x)) dt ADD 
~((0 & NST(l)) & IST(x)) &ADD 
which corresponds to the translation of the completely bracketed arithmetic 
expression (1 +x) into its bracket-free postfix notation lx+. 
“Compilations” of this kind can also be formulated as RAP tasks, for example: 
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task COMP 
basedon ID, NAT, EXPRESSION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
COMPILER 
unknown source_expr: Expr, target-program: Sequhtr 
goals source_expr = comp( nexpr(9), 
zmp(nexpr(Z), ad, nexpr(3))), 
target-program = compile(source_expr) 
endoftask 
The output of this task produced by the RAP system is 
Task COMP, Run number 1 
Solutions: 
[source_expr=(9-(2 +3)), 
target-program = NST 9 81 
NST2& 
NST3 & 
ADD & 
SUB a01 
CPU time: 1.13 sets 
The preceding task can be solved by simple term rewriting. As the RAP system can 
be used to solve equations, it is also possible to “decompile” sequences of instructions 
yielding expressions. A sample task is the following. 
task DECOMP 
basedon COMPILER, EXPRESSION, INSTRUCTION, 
SEQUINSTRUCTION, ID, NAT 
unknown source_expr: Expr, target-program: Sequlnstr 
goals target-program = prejix( NST(3), 
prejx( IST(‘x), 
pre$x( MUL, 
preJix( NST(4, 
preJix(ADD, emptysequ))))), 
compile(source_expr) = target-program 
endoftask 
Within quite reasonable time the RAP system finds the unknown expression: 
Task DECOMP, Run number 1 
Solutions: 
[source_expr=(3 * (‘x+4)), 
target-program =NST 3 & 
IST’X & 
MUL & 
NST4 & 
ADD a01 
CPU time: 42.88 sets 
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It remains to be proved that our translation is correct. For this we need the 
following property of the operation ts. 
Lemma 1. Let e be an environment and s, t sequences of instructions. Then, for every 
stack k the following equation holds: 
ts(e, s t t, k)= ts(e, t, ts(e, s, k)). 
Proof. The proof is done by structural induction on the sequence s. The induction 
base s = 0 is proved as follows: 
ts(e, 0 &t, k)= ts(e, t, k)= ts(e, t, ts(e, 0, k)). 
In the inductive step s * x&s we deal only with the cases x = NST( n) and x = ADD, 
as the respective proofs of all other cases can be done rather analogously. In the 
first case we have 
ts(e, (NW(n) & s) & t, k) 
=ts(e, MT(n) & (s & t), k) 
=ts(e, s dE t, append(n, k)) 
= ts(e, t, ts(e, s, append(n, k))) by ind. hyp. 
=ts(e, t, ts(e, MT(n) & s, k)) 
whereas the second case is proved in the case k + 0 and pop(k) f 0 as follows: 
ts(e, (ADD ~42 s) & t, k) 
= rs(e, ADD & (s & t), k) 
=ts(e, s d t, append(top(pop(k))+ top(k), pop(pop(k)))) 
=ts(e, t, ts(e, s, append(top(pop(k))+ top(k), pop(pop(k))))) by ind. hyp. 
=ts(e, t, ts(e, ADD & s, k)). 
Clearly, if k = 0 or pop(k) = 0, then both sides are undefined. This concludes the 
proof. Cl 
With this lemma we can prove the following relation between ssem and rs, which 
is a generalization of the desired theorem. 
Lemma 2. Assume e to be an environment and a to be an arithmetic expression. Then 
we have for every stack k: 
append(ssem(e, a), k)= ts(e, compile(a), k). 
Proof. We use again structural induction, but now on the expression a. The induction 
basis consists of two cases. The first one, a = nexpr(n), is proved as follows: 
append (ssem (e, nexpr( n)), k) 
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= append ( n, k) 
= ts( e, 0, uppend( n, k)) 
=ts(e, NSTl(n) & 0, k) 
=ts(e, 0 & NST(n), k) 
= ts( e, compiZe( nexpr( n)), k). 
The second one, t = iexpr(i), is proved quite similarly. 
In the induction step we deal only with the case of the addition as the respective 
proofs for subtraction and multiplication can be done analogously. Assume a = 
comp(l, ad, r). Then 
append(ssem(e, comp(1, ad, r)), k) 
=uppend(ssem(e, l)+ssem(e, r), k) 
=ts(e, 0, uppend(ssem(e, Z)+ssem(e, r), k)) 
=ts(e, ADD d 0, uppend(ssem(e, r), uppend(ssem(e, Z), k))) 
=ts(e, ADD& 0, uppend(ssem(e, r), ts(e, compile(l), k))) byind. hyp. 
= ts(e, ADD & 0, ts(e, compile(r), ts( e, compile(l), k))) by ind. hyp. 
= ts(e, ADD & 0, fs(e, compile(l) & compile(r), k)) by Lemma 1 
= ts(e, (compile(Z) & compiZe( r)) & (ADD & 0), k) by Lemma 1 
= ts(e, (compile(l) & compile(r)) & ADD), k) 
= fs(e, compile(comp(l, au!, r)), k) 
This is the desired result. Cl 
From this lemma we get immediately the correctness of the translation: 
Theorem 1. 77re translation of expressions into stuck machine code is correct in the 
following sense: 
ssem (e, a) = tsem (e, compile(u)) 
for cdl environments e and all expressions u. 
Proof. We choose k as the empty stack in Lemma 2 and obtain 
ssem(e, a) 
=top(uppend(ssem(e, a), 0)) 
=top(ts(e, compile(u), 0)) by Lemma 2 
= tsem( e, compile(u)). 
This concludes the proof. Cl 
5. Partial evaluation 
The operation compile produces a straightforward instruction sequence for an 
expression. If one heads towards an optimized code, one can either partially evaluate 
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the expression, whenever all arguments of an arithmetic operation are known, or, 
alternatively one optimizes the instruction sequence produced by compile. Here, we 
have chosen the latter alternative, since it seems to be the more interesting one. 
Moreover, we treat only the case of addition, as subtraction and multiplication are 
analogous. 
The following type PARTEVAL specifies a function pev on instruction sequences, 
which yields a semantically equivalent but partially evaluated instruction sequence. 
pev repeatedly replaces all occurrences of subsequences of the form NST(m), 
NST( n), ADD by the new instruction NST( m + n). 
This operation could most easily be specified by an abstract data type with first 
order logic formulas: 
type PARTEVAL 
basedon INSTRUCTION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, NAT, ID 
function pev: (SequInstr)SequInstr 
axioms all (/, r, s: Sequlnstr, m, n: Nut) 
pev(l & (NST(m) & ‘(NST(n) & (ADD & r)))) 
=pev(l& (NST(m+n) & r)), 
lexist (a, b: Sequlnstr, p, q: Nut) 
s=a& (NST(p) & (NST(q) & (ADD&b))) 
*pev(s) = s 
endoftype 
Since we want to apply the RAP system for prototyping and finding induction proofs 
and the RAP system requires the axioms to be positive conditional equations only, 
we have chosen a more explicit specification. 
In the following version of the abstract data type PARTEVAL the function pev 
is embedded into an auxiliary function pv with two instruction sequences as para- 
meters. The first keeps the left and already optimized part of the instruction sequence, 
the right the remaining and not yet optimized part. Each individual partial evaluation 
step of the above-mentioned kind yields an NST instruction. Thus, it possibly 
produces a new subsequence, which is subject to optimization, including the last 
instruction of the already optimized part, provided this is an NST instruction as 
well. Hence, pv scans an instruction sequence from left to right and after each 
partial evaluation step it backtracks one instruction. 
type PARTEVAL 
basedon INSTRUCTION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, NAT, ID 
function pev: (SequInstr)SequInstr, 
function pv: (Sequlnstr, SequInstr)SequInstr 
axioms all (l, S: Sequlnstr, x: In&r, i: Id, m, n, p: Nut) 
pev(s) = pv(0, s), 
pv(l,O)=l, 
pv(l, NST( n) & 0) = I& NST(n), 
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{shift: only shifts are performed} 
pv(l, M-(i) & s)=ppu(l& ET(i), s), 
pv( I, ADD & s) = pv( I & ADD, s), 
pu(l, N&ST(m) d (NST(n) & O))=(I& NST(m)) & NST(n), 
pv(l, NST(m) & (IST(i) & s))=pv(l& NST(m), LST(i) & s), 
pv(l, NST(m) d (ADD & s))=pv(l & NST(m), ADD & s), 
pv(l, NST(m) & (NST(n) & (NST(p) &s))) 
=pv(l & NST(m), NST(n) & (NST(p) & s)), 
pv(l, NST(m) & (NST(n) & (IST(i) & s))) 
= pv(l & NST(m), NST(n) & (ZST(i) & s)) 
{El: partial evaluation step with empty left argument} 
pv(0, NST(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & s))) 
= pv(0, NST( m + n) & s), 
(PE2: partial evaluation step with non-empty left argument} 
pv(l & x, NST( m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & s))) 
=pv(l, x & (NST(m+n) & s)) 
endoftype 
In the following RAP task an arithmetic expression is compiled and then the 
generated target code is partially evaluated (optimized). 
task COMP_ PE 
basedon ID, NAT, EXPRESSION, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
COMPILER, PARTEVAL 
unknown source_expr: Expr, target-program, part_eval_prog: Sequlnstr 
goals source_expr 
= comp( comp( iexpr(‘y), 
mu, 
comp( nexpr(9), 
S4 
comp(nexpr(2), a4 nexpr(3)))), 
a4 
comp( nexpr( l), 
ad, 
comp(nexpr(2), 
zp(nexpr(3), su, nexpr( l))))), 
target-program = compile(source_expr), 
part_eval_prog = peu( target-program) 
endoftask 
The output of this task shows that partial evaluation of the arithmetic expression 
reduces the number of instruction from 15 to 5. 
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Task COMP_PE, Run number 1 
Solutions: 
[source_expr=((‘y*(9-(2+3)))+(1 +(2*(3-l)))), 
target-program = IST ‘y & 
NST 9& 
NST2& 
NST 384 
ADD & 
SUB & 
MUL & 
NSTl& 
NST 284 
NST 381 
NSTl& 
SUB & 
MUL & 
ADD & 
ADD a(). 
part_eval_prog = IST ‘y & 
NST 4& 
MUL & 
NST 5& 
ADD a01 
CPU time: 9.62 sets 
Now we want to prove that peu indeed yields, wrt. &em, a semantically equivalent 
instruction sequence. Therefore, we first prove the following Lemma 3 relating pu 
and PS. 
Lemma 3. Let e be an environment, and 1, s sequences of instructions. Then we have 
for every stack k: 
ts(e, 1 & s, k) = ts(e, pv(l, s), k). 
Proof. For the proof we assume a length operation I. 1 on sequences, recursively 
defined as usually. This allows a proof by Noetherian induction on the length of 
the sequence s. The induction base IsI= 0, i.e. s = 0, is trivial: 
ts(e, I& 0, k)= ts(e, I, k)= ts(e, pv(l, 0), k). 
Now assume IsI f 0, i.e. s to be a non-empty sequence. We have to distinguish 
between two main cases. 
Case 1: Assume s = x & t, where the instruction x is not of the form NST( n). 
Then, due to the first two shift axioms in PARTEVAL, we obtain 
ts(e, l& (x & t), k) 
=ts(e, (I & x) & t, k) 
= ts(e, pv(Z & x, t), k) by ind. hyp. 
=ts(e, pv(l, x & t), k). 
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Case 2: Assume s = NST( n) & 1. Essentially, this case consists of two sub-cases. 
Subcase 2.1: No optimization step is possible, i.e. the instruction MT(n) is 
shifted from s to 1. In this case all proofs of the respective cases such as r = 0 or 
t = ADD & tI are rather analogous to the proof of Case 1. They make use of the 
remaining shift axioms. E.g., 
fs(e, I & (NST(n) d (ADD & t)), k) 
-ts(e, (I & NST(n)) & (ADD & t), k) 
= ts(e, pu(l & NST(n), ADD & t), k) by ind. hyp. 
=ts(e, pv(l, NST(n) & (ADD& t)), k). 
Subcuse 2.2: Optimization is possible, i.e., the first three instructions of s are two 
NST-instructions followed by ADD. 
Assume s = MT(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & t)). In the case J= 0 we obtain the 
desired result using axiom PEl as follows: 
ts(e, 0 & (NST(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & I))), k) 
=ts(e, NST(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD& t)), k) 
=ts(e, t, uppend(m+n, k)) 
=rs(e, NST(m+n) 62 t, k) 
=ts(e, 0 & (NST(m+n) & t), k) 
= ts(e, pu(0, NST(m + n) & t), k) by ind. hyp. 
= ts(e, pu(0, NST(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & I))), k). 
In the other case the proof uses axiom PE2, the induction hypothesis, and Lemma 1: 
ts(e, (I&x) & (MST(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & t))), k) by Lemma 1 
=ts(e, MT(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & t)), ts(e, l& x, k)) 
= ts(e, r, append(m + n, ts(e, I& x, k))) 
=ls(e, NST(m+n) & t, ts(e, 1 &x, k)) 
=fs(e, (l&x) & (NST(m+n) & I), k) by Lemma 1 
=rs(e, I & (x & (NST(m-t n) & I)), k) 
-fs(e, pv(l, x & (NST(m+n) & t)), k) by ind. hyp. 
=rs(e, pv(Z & x, NST(m) & (NST(n) & (ADD & t))), k) 
This concludes the proof. 0 
From this lemma we obtain immediately that code optimization preserves the 
semantics of the target language. Formally: 
Theorem 2. Let e be an environment and s a sequence of instructions. Then 
tsem(e, s)= tsem(e, peu(s)). 
Proof. We use Lemma 3 and get 
tsem(e, s) = top(ts(e, 0 & s, 0)) = top(fs(e, pu(0, s), 0)) 
= tsem(e, pev(s)). q 
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6. Induction proofs using the RAP system 
The Passau RAP system was originally intended to solve equations in several 
unknown variables, formulated over abstract data types. Since it also produces 
solutions with free variables, it can, as a special appIication, be used to prove 
equations. Whenever the system has found the general solution y, with y a variable, 
of an equation all (x: s) 1s r, then it has found a proof of this equation. But basing 
on this observation, one can also use the system for performing induction proofs 
in many cases. 
We assume a given type T with a distinguished set of constructor operations ci, 
dj for sort s with functionalities 
funstion Ci : (Si)S, 
funstion dj : (s, $)s, 
where the si and tj are distinct from s. Then an equation all (x: S) 13 r may be 
proved by structural induction on x, since the semantics of the type T includes only 
term-generated models. This means that the above equation is equivalent to the 
following two systems of equations 
all ( yi : S;) (Is rNci(Yi)lxl, 
all (x: s, q: $) 1s r*(I= r)[$,(x, ,7i)/x], 
where [e/x] denotes the substitution of e for x. However, the equations of the latter 
system are conditional which the RAP system can’t solve. 
According to the deduction theorem in logic, this conditional system may be 
replaced by the following system of pure equations 
all (Zj: fj) (Is r)[c$(x, q)/X] 
when 1 = r is added to the axioms of T with x considered to be a constant. Altogether, 
the induction can be formulated in the RAP system by two tasks and an additional 
abstract type. One task (called INDBASE in the example) expresses the induction 
base, i.e., the first of the two systems above, and bases on type T only. The second 
(called INDSTEP) expresses the induction step, i.e. the second system above, and 
bases on T as well as on an additional abstract data type (called INDHYP) with 
constant function x: s and the only axiom I= r. 
In the case of Lemma 1 in Section 4, structural induction on sequences has been 
used. There, 0 and prefix are the constructors, corresponding to Ci and dj, respec- 
tively. Hence, the induction of Lemma 1 is expressed by the following two tasks 
INDBASEl and INDSTEPI, and type INDHYPI. 
task INDBASE 1 
basedon ENVIRONMENT, TSEMANTICS, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
NATSTACK 
unknown e: Env, t: Sequlnstr, k: Stack 
goals ts( e, conc(emptyseqqu, t), k) = ts(e, t, ts(e, emptysequ, k)) 
endoftask 
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type INDHYPl 
basedon ENVIRONMENT, TSEMANTICS, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
NATSTACK, NAT, ID 
function c: Sequlnstr 
axioms all (e: Env, t: Sequlnstr, k: Stuck) 
ts(e, conc(c, t), k) = ts(e, t, ts(e, c, k)) 
endoftype 
task INDSTEPl 
basedon ENVIRONMENT, TSEMANTICS, SEQUINSTRUCTION, 
NATSTACK, ID, NAT, INDHYPl 
unknown e: Env, r: Sequlnstr, x: Pnstr, k: Stack 
goals ts(e, conc(preJix(x, c), r), k)= ts(e, r, ts(e, prejix(x, c), k)) 
endoftask 
The case distinction in the induction step of Lemma 1 in Section 4 on the first 
instruction of the sequence is also made by the RAF system. Therefore, it doesn’t 
find a general solution for the first instruction x but enumerates all possibilities as 
can be seen in the produced output. 
Task INDSTEPl, Run number 1 
Solutions: 
[e=*O, r=*2. x=NST *8, k=*3] 
[e=*O, r=*2, x=IST *19, k=*3] 
[e=*O, r=*2, x=ADD, k=*3] 
[e=*O, r=*2. x=SUB, k=*3] 
[e=*O, r=*2. x=MUL, k=*3] 
CPU time: 2.45 sets 
Similarly to the structural induction, one can also express Noetherian induction 
in the RAP system. In order to prove the equation all (x: s) l= r by Noetherian 
induction, we need a Noetherian order less on the sort s with minimal elements Ci. 
As in the case of structural induction, one task expresses the induction base 
(I= r)[Ci/X] 
and a second the induction step 
l=r 
with constant x. The induction hypothesis is again stated as an axiom 
all (x’: s) less(x’, x) = true*(l= r)[x’/x] 
in an additional type. A further type specifies the order less. If, however, the proof 
of the induction step 1s r requires case distinction on the structure of x, this has 
to be put explicitly into the corresponding task. The reason is that x is a constant 
and hence the RAP system can’t do case distinction with respect to x. In [2] we 
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show the tasks and types expressing the Noetherian induction of Lemma 3. There, 
the case distinction made in the proof of Lemma 3 in Section 5 is reflected by the 
division of the induction step into three tasks. 
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